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P 93E 
(Rev. 23227/61) 

LIST OF HAND STAMPS (RUBBER AND METAL) AND 
ARTICLES CONNECTED THEREWITH 

Note.—Rubber stamps other than those shown in the schedule should be applied for 
on Form P 1056G;; 2 specimen impressions or sketches of each to show exact 
size required to accompany requisition, on a separate sheet. It is essential 
that the instructions in column 3 be strictly complied with as regards the 
scheduled items. 
for on the same form. 

Metal Stamps and rubber stamps should not be applied 

  

  

on . be 
used for 

shone Description Regns. on Remarks 
z Supplies 

Dept. 

RUBBER STAMPS AND PARTS 

IR 1 Climax Dater, circular, with name of | P 1058W Circular and ‘“‘hooded’’ circular 
Office and revolving date bands. “confirmation’’ patterns for use 

in combined phonogram and 
instrument rooms in place of 

eee do. hooded do. 7 steel stamps; all patterns, except 
hooded, for use in Head Post- 
masters’, Regional Directors’ and 

eo do. oval do. go Telephone Managers’ Offices. 
Not supplied for date-stamping 
postal packets, or for counter 

s  1C do. rectangular do. 3 use. 
Bands also stocked separately 

L._ see IR 71 to 74. 

Sa Blackwell, circular, with name of a For use in Postmasters’ and Tele- 
office and slot for date type. phone Managers’ Offices. Not 

supplied for date stamping postal 
packets, or for counter use. 

Accessories stocked separately are 
IR 61, 66. 

ee Blackwell, circular ‘“‘Paid’’ with name 3 For stamping fragile packets on 
of office and slots for date and which postage is prepaid in cash. 
money type. 

Accessories stocked separately are 
IR 60B, 61, 66A. 

Seek Oval ‘“‘Paid” Parcel, with name of 3 For stamping parcels on which 
office and slots for date and money postage is prepaid in cash. 
type. Accessories stocked separately are 

IR 60L, 61, 66A. — 
aio Oval “Credit A/c” with slot for date 3 Supplied on the authority of the ~ 

type. A.G.D. for use in connection 
with credit accounts for telegrams. 
ee stocked separately are 
IR 63, 65. (rccal Peal). 

Sco Rectangular P.P. Label, with.tiame of Accessories stocked separately are 

  

office and slot for date type. 

Blackwell, packet, circular with name 
of office and slots for date and clock 
time type.     ” 

”   IR 63, 65, see P.O. Rules B.II, 
25(C); 

Accessories stocked separately are 
IR 61, 62, 66.



  

Form to be 

  

used for 
ule Description Reqns. on Remarks 

: Supplies 
Dept. 

TR 8 Blackwell, hooded, with name of | P 1058W_ | Accessories stocked separately are 
office and slot for date type. IR 61, 66—Late Fee Correspon- 

dence, London, Liverpool, Leeds 
and Birmingham only. 

ao Blackwell, Oval, “Registered,” with 5 Accessories stocked separately are 
name of office and slot for date type. IR 61, 66. 

lO) Blackwell, Oval, Double Ring, with =. Accessories stocked separately are 
name of office and slot for date type. IR 61, 66. For use in Head 

Postmasters’, Regional Directors’ 
and Telephone Managers’ Offices, 
if IR 1B considered unsuitable. 

Sel Blackwell, Rectangular, with name of = Accessories stocked separately are 
office and slot for date type. IR 61, 66. For Inland A Tele- 

grams when 150 or more dealt 
: with daily. 

so 8 Blackwell, Rectangular, with name of a Accessories stocked separately are 
office and (short) slot for day and IR 61, 66. For Inland A Tele- 
month type. grams when 150 or more are 

dealt with daily, (Alternative to 
IR 11, for use in London only at 

: offices with two-letter codes.) 
». 14° Rubber Dating Set, with type holder. | P 656W For use with Wireless Licence forms 

’ JT 268B and T 273W. See Tele- 
graph Service Instructions D.1.30 
(C). For odd pieces of type see 

. : IR 60. 
a 1D Single-line Dater, with four revolving = Bands not replaceable: if damaged 

leg Danses a new stamp is supplied. 
» 15A | Single-line Dater, with five revolving ni For use in Telephone Exchanges. 
¥ bands (day, month and time). Bands not replaceable. 

kD Parcel Post Roller Obliterator, with | P 656W For use at larger Head and Branch 
name of office (no date). 3 Offices where as many as 75 

parcels on an average are handed 
over the counter during the 

: busiest two hours. of the day. 
see Roller Obliterator, with diamond ae For obliterating stamps value 2s. 6d. 

opening. “and over. : 
» 24 Rubber Band Dater with “TOS” and + Supplied to Telephone Exchanges 

“RECON”. for dealing with T.O.S. requests 
ee in bulk. 

Ses Rubber Stamp, with nine revolving 5 For use with form P 73G. 
bands. fe. ‘ 

»» 26. | Fount of type complete in box with = For entering details of revised forms 
- 2-line holder. +” Type. on P560G. Supplied to any H.O. 

; controlling 25 or more S.O.’s or 
: F TS.Ous: 

S-2t Rubber stamp, 10 band, alphabet P 656W | Alternative to IR 46, for names not 
: ‘ exceeding 10 letters, which have 

oe to be repeated several times. 
28. Rubber Stamp, “A.R.” (with oval = = 

s border). ; : a 
> 31. | Facsimile Signature stamp P 1056G | Supplied’ to Heads of Departments, 

: Head Postmasters and Telephone 
Managers, for use on documents 

; (not for certifying expenditure). 
33 ““Acme”’ self-inking date and receipt e For Telephone Accounts. “Exempt ”?   _stamp. 

,     from stamp duty”.



  

  

    

a vs be 
used for 

Beg Description Reqns. on Remarks 
; Supplies 

Dept. 

IR 34 Stamps for Valued Call Sheets (sets) ..| P1056G | For posting call tickets in Telephone 
Managers’ Offices. Thirteen 
pieces per set (7, 14, 21 to 31) 
in box. 

ao) Stamps for Valued Call Sheets (single =e For use as above: pieces 10 and 20 
pieces). also supplied if required. 

79130 Rubber Stamp, 1 line ) > 
SoH 3 Z 2 lines 55 
5s oS 5 = 3 lines = 

” Bo ” 2” 4 2° 2” 

», 40 3 5 ee with a 
» 41 > ee On 5. (2 DOFdEr: 39 
2” 42 ” ” q ” ” 

” 43 ” ” 8 ” 2”? 

>» 44 3 s Og oa SPECIAL NOTE 
3 4) re pp lO hee) 35 2 specimen impressions or sketches 
»» Spe- : > with border and ver- 5 L of each to show exact size re- 

cial tical lines ( quired to accompany requisition, 
40s a 5 lline ) s on a separate sheet. 

» 47 5 x 2 lines 3 
” 48 = ” 3 ” 2° 

” 49 a ” 4 ” 29 

» 30 9 oe 2 without 9 
so 0 3 + Gas (s border = 

” 52 3” ” 7 ” ” 

” 53 ” 99 8 be) ” 

” 54 ” o) o ” ce) 

2” 35 3° > 10 ” J 3” rd 

» 59B | Rubber Date Type for Blackwell | P 656W 
Stamp (single pieces). One, two or three characters; 

» S9L | Rubber Date Type for P.P. Label = ( specify characters required. 
Stamp (single pieces). J 

3500. Rubber Type (unfianged) es e rs For dating sets IR 14, etc. 
», 60B | Rubber Money Type, for Blackwell = Eleven pieces per set (1d., I4d.... 

Paid Stamp (sets). =, t0:62.). 
», 60C | ditto (single pieces). “ Specify characters required. 
», 60L | Rubber Money Type, for Oval Paid = Nine pieces per set ls. 6d., 1s. 9d., 

parcel stamp (sets). Qs; Od., 253d... 25.<6dy, 282905 
3s. Od., 3s. 3d., 3s. 6d. 

», 60M | ditto (single pieces). 3 Specify characters required. 

sn Ol Rubber Date Type, for Blackwell a Forty-six pieces per set (31 days, 12 
Stamp (sets). months and 3 years). (For single 

pieces, see IR 59B). 
Boe Rubber Clock Time Type, for Black- bs Eighteen pieces per set (12 hours, 

well Stamp (sets). A.M., P.M., 15, 30, 45 and blank). 
(For single pieces, see IR 64.) 

08 Rubber Date Type, for P.P. Label 35 Forty-six pieces per set (31 days, 
Stamp (sets). 12 months and 3 years). (For 

odd pieces, see IR 59L.) 
» 64 Rubber Clock Time Type, for Black- ns For complete sets see IR. 62. 

well Stamp (single pieces). Specify characters required. 
205 Tin Box, for P.P. Label or Oval 7 

Credit A/c Stamp and Type. 
53 00 Tin Box for ‘Blackwell’ stamp and cs 

type. 
66A | Tin Box, for Oval Paid parcel stamp, a Contains special slot for money 9   or Blackwell Paid packet stamp.     type.



  

Form to be 

  

used for 
— Description Regqns. on Remarks 

i Supplies 
Dept. 

IR 67 Holders for Valued Call Sheet Stamps | P1056G | See IR 34, 35. 
55 08 Rubber Stamp, “‘Charge not collected. | P656W | For cancelling Postage Due Labels 

Fresh label required.” on redirected charged packets. 
Spat Rubber band, Day, 1-3, for Climax | P 656W 

Dater (1.R. 1). 
se Rubber Band, Day, 0-9, for Climax = Also suitable for IR 1A to IR Ic. 

Dater (I.R. 1). If for ‘‘All Square” pattern dater, 
mS Rubber Band, Month, for Climax - this to be stated. 

Dater (1.R. 1). 
74 Rubber Band, Year, for Climax Dater ” 

  

(ERS 1). 

  

” 

 



  

Form to be 

  

  

used for 
oo Description Reqns. on Remarks 

: Supplies 
Dept. 

SURCHARGE STAMPS. 
(RUBBER). 

NOTE.—Stamps IR 76-97 will be sup- 
plied when the use is less frequent Stamps IR 96A to 96G can be 
than 36 times weekly. obtained separately for use with 

The Index Number of the office for stamps in which no value is 
which the stamp is required should shown in the description. 
be.-shown on the requisition (vide 
P1013D). 

The schedule number of any stamp is 
not altered by the omission or in- 
sertion of any particular value. 

IR 76 ..d.to pay. Posted unpaid” .| P1056G |) 
rel d=to pay. Posted unpaid. Above 5 

nae OZe -Totally unpaid packets. 
» 78 “4d.to pay. Posted unpaid. Too late = 

_ for 14d. rate.” J 
» 79 ..d, more to pay...... tate above 4 =) 

ees oz.” 
3900) .d. more to pay. Printed paper so 

‘rate. 
Above: 2.05% Oz. 53 rInsufficiently prepaid packets. 

88 “*’.d. more to pay. Newspaper rate. 
, Contains eee ae newspapers.” & 

aoe .d. more to pay. Letter rate. 
Tika Hotes OZ. : 5) 

33. 83 .d. to pay. Liable to letter rate. ‘} 
_ Above apes oz. af 

> 84 ..d.to pay. Liable to printed paper 
‘rate. 
Above: aa. OZ... os L 

385 **.d.to pay. Liable to postcard rate.” - ( Transfer to another rate. 
3cOO “.d. to pay. Liable to letter rate.” a 
55. OF “Transferred to Parcel Post. Inadmis- = 

sible by....post on account of...” J 
oOo “.d.to pay. Contrary to regulations. 3 a] 

, Liable £0 8 SE fate.” 
5289 .d.to pay. Imitation Type circular = < 

‘not specially posted. Liable to 
cre rate.”* 

33 90 “2d. to pay. Imitation type circular i 
not specially posted. Liable to 
letter rate.” 

sol “1d. to pay. Imitation type circular 33 | Failure to comply with special 
not specially | , Posted. | Liable to ( regulations. 

_, Postcard rate.” 
sy 92: .d.to pay. Closed contrary to regu- 5 

‘lations. Liable to letter rate.” 
5 93 «_.d. to pay. Inadmissible sample 35 

rate. Liable to letter rate. 
Above...... Oz. 

» 94 ««.d. to pay. Form not appropriately ie 
printed. Liable to letter rate.” J 

559) «.d.to pay. Posted out of course.” Ks 
96 “Undelivered for reason stated... .d. ”   postage due for return to sender.”   ”  



  

  

Fons te be 
used for 

ete Description Reqns. on Remarks 
Z Supplies 

Dept. 

IR 96A | 4 35 Separate numerals of value for use 
» 96B 1 os with stamps IR 76 to 97 
3 90C 4 1k _ (Numerals above 6, and also 
3 OD | 2 es stamps embodying numerals for 
SF 9OE | "3 2 value and, if necessary, weight 
56 2 96E 4 35 are supplied if considered by the 
5). 96G 3/5 5 Head Postmaster to be war- 
43 9GHe {6 3 ranted). 

se OF “1d. more to pay. Late fee unpaid” .. is Items posted in late fee box without 
additional 4d. stamp. 

» 9TA | “To Pay. Postage cannot be prepaid = 
by means of an incomplete franking 
impression. Liable to...... rate. 

3 98 Single line dater, with four revolving | P656W | Alternative to IR 15. overall 
bands (small). width }” 

», 100 | Rubber Stamp, “DupiLicaATe”’, with 5 For use at Telephone Switchboards. 
border. 

lS Rubber stamp with cancelling lines .. = For cancelling surrendered N.S. 
Certificates at Crown Offices. 

» 129 | Rubber Stamp. “Undelivered for . For use on undeliverable postal 
reason stated. Return to sender” packets. 
(with border). 

sy 100 Rubber Stamp. “Your correct Postal 5 For use on incorrectly addressed 
address is postal packets. 

Any other form of address may lead 
to delay. Please advise sender.” 
(with border). 

;, 150 | Rubber Stamp, ‘‘Confirmation” (with- 5 For stamping confirmatory copies 
out border). of telegrams telephoned. 

a 152 Rubber Stamp, “Maximum Stock 5 For impressing guide cards S.S. 511 
ene *»? (without border). and 517 in connection with store- 

keeping system. 

,, 154 | Rubber Stamp “Personal” (without 3 ns 
border). 

LS Rubber Stamp “Confidential” (with- e 
out border). 

» 156 | Rubber Stamp “Registered” (with- 3 
out border). 

» 157 | Rubber Stamp “Immediate” (with- ‘ 
out border). 

161 Rubber Stamp “R.W.T.” (without = 2°   border).     Instructions ‘‘Telephones, 
For use as indicated in Engineering 

General, D 6001.”



  

  

Form to be 

  

used for 
—- Description Reqns. on Remarks 

‘i Supplies 
Dept. 

IR 163 Rubber Stamp “Head Postmaster” | P656W 
(without border). 

» 164 Rubber Stamp ‘for Head Post- 3 
master” (without border). 55 

5, 165 Rubber Stamp ‘‘Telephone = 
Manager” 

166) Rubber Stamp “for Telephone ; Without border. For general 
Manager” office use. 

20 Rubber Stamp ‘‘for Director” as 
ELT Rubber Stamp ““Supervisor-in- a 

Charge” 
sal Rubber Stamp “‘Cancelled.”’ 2 Size 1-3” x }. 

AB. Rubber Stamp “Urgent.” s 

16 Rubber Stamp ‘“‘Cancelled.” .. x Size 30” * xb”; 
ed. Rubber Stamp “‘Alarm call” .. i 
», 180 Rubber Stamp “& Co.” (with two 3 For use when issuing crossed 

crossing lines). Money Orders. 

JalSt Rubber Stamps: S262... writer of a 5 For dealing with undelivered corres- 
letter addressed to....” (without pondence returned to sender. 
border). 

grils Rubber Stamp. “Please note error ¥5 
in: thise. se delay in despatch” 
(with border). 

sa 190Ss |e Rubber Stamp Ss. 827-4 His or = Supplied to all offices at which 40 
Her Mark or more marks (of illiterates) are 

IWAIINGSS© acres... ot witnessed weekly. 
PNUGLESS Naan. Ba eee a 

191 Rubber Stamp. “‘Received the amount For receipting the back of Canadian ” 

  
stated on the front of this order. 

Signature of Payeers. ..3.54555.2; 
(without border). 

  
” 

  
Money Orders. 

a



  

Form to be 

  

  

used for 
“eigiale Description Reqns. on Remarks 

z Supplies 
Dept. 

METAL STAMPS AND PARTS 

MS 1 Steel Stamp, Skeleton, “Paid,” com- | P 1058W | Issued on loan for temporary use. 
plete with date and money type in 
box. 

ote Steel Stamp, for cancelling Insurance | P 656W | (See P.O. Rules RG 51, para. 34). 
Stamps. Accessories stocked separately 

are MS 33, 36 and 24. 
Aes) Steel Stamp, Skeleton, complete with | P 1058W | Issued on loan for temporary use. 

date and clock time type in box. Accessories stocked separately, 
MS 9. Max. spaces 26. 

noe Steel Stamp ‘‘Paid,” with name of 5 Accessories stocked separately are 
; office and slots for date and money MS 33, 36, 11, 25. Maximum 

type. characters 44. 
sees) Steel Stamp, Skeleton, complete with Issued on loan for temporary use. 

date and index type in box. Accessories stocked separately 
MS 9. Max. spaces 26. 

san. Steel Stamp, Oval, ‘“Registered,”’ with a Accessories stocked separately are 
name of office and slot for date type. MS 33, 36 and 24. Maximum 

characters 40. 

oor Steel Stamp, Hooded, “Registered,” 3 Accessories stocked separately are 
etc., with name of office and slot for MS 33, 36, 24.—\Late fee corres- 
date type. pondence. London, Liverpool, 

Leeds and Birmingham only. 
8 Steel Type (non-standard) 2 letters or | P656W | For old pattern. date stamps, 

figures, various lengths. pre-1929. 
Patterns to be submitted with 

requisitions. 
ll Steel Money Type (standard) for 3 

“Paid” Stamps (with “‘Gt. Britain’’). 
3 16 Steel Stamp eM :S; 7.325. esses ee csskine ass P 1056G | Savings Bank only 
ee Brass Stamps, explanatory various | P 656W | For use on undelivered corres- 

(e.g., “Not to be found,” “Gone pondence. 
away,” etc.), with index number of 
office. 

352219 Brass Stamp (with name of office and > Supplied to Departments and to 
Crown). large Head Offices for certifying 

official correspondence. 
*, 20 Brass Stamp, Triangular, with index a For stamping packets containing 

number of office. documents in imitation type- 
writing, and on printed paper 
packets and newspapers examined 
for surcharge purposes. 

ae Al! Brass Stamp, Hexagonal, taxing, with a Issued to Outward Offices of 
ee office code letter Exchange only. 

peel Brass Seal, with name of office and 35 For sealing with wax. Maximum 
Crown. characters 26. 

Bey. Beech Box, 66 slots ‘5 For single and combined pattern 
stamps, also MS 2, 6, 7, and type. 

Enee Beech Box, 92 slots .. ae a For MS 4, and type. 
i 20 Leather Disc, for steel date’stamps .. ss For inserting in cap of screw-top 

other than MS 40, MS 41 and MS 43 pattern stamps. 
29 Cap, IR, for handles of steel date “Shock absorbers.” 2”   stamps. +   2”  



  

Schedule 
No. 

MS 33 | 

» 34 

22 35 

» 36 

» 38 

wv 41 

343 

» 44 

oa)   

Description 

STANDARD STEEL DATE 
STAMP (BAYONET FITTING) 
AND ACCESSORIES. 

NOTE.—It is essential that the fol- 

lowing instructions relating to the 
replacement of parts of the stamp 
be strictly complied with, and Head 
Postmasters should reply fully to 
the questions on the back of the 
Requisition form, so far as they apply. 

All parts of this stamp and the type 
are of standard size. When, owing 
to wear and tear, loss, or damage, 

  

any part requires renewal, do not. 
return the stamp and box of type to 
the Depot, but requisition the neces- 
sary new part quoting schedule 
numbers as follows :— 

Type (day, month, year and index 
letter or star) for steel date stamp. 

Type (clock time minutes) 

Type (clock time hour) 

Type (day, month and year) 

a 

Catch Spring, Locking, 
with spring and nut. 

complete 

Typeholder, combined, to take clock 
time type, engraved with name of 
office. 

Typeholder, combined, to take index 
letter or star type, engraved with 
name of office (standard). 

Typeholder, single, with star (or dis- 
tinguishing letter), engraved with 
name of office. 

Body, complete with catch spring and 
handle, assembled. 

Tool, adjusting, for MS 38   

Form to be 
used for 

Reqns. on 
Supplies 
Dept. 

P656W 

2 

2” 

29 

29 

P 1058W 

” 

P 656W 

”   

Remarks 

Single pieces. 

Single pieces, —, 15, 30, 45, A.M., 
P.M. 

Single pieces, 1 to 12. 

Set of forty-six pieces, 31 days, 12 
months, 3 years. 

ee number of characters 
( 33: 

J 

To take MS 40, MS 41 or MS 43. 

If a new typeholder is required, the name to be engraved thereon (which should be in accordance 
with the entry in “‘Post Offices in the United Kingdom”) should be stated on the requisition, as well 
as the schedule number of the item. 

“Standard” type must not be mixed with type supplied for old pattern, pre 1929 screw top 
stamps—as it is not interchangeable with it.
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Schedule 
No. Description 

Form to be 
used for 
Reqns. on 
Supplies 
Dept. 

Remarks 

  

MS 76 
” 

” 

” 

2 

” 

” 

” 

2 

” 

” 

” 

” 

” 

” 

29 

” 

” 

2” 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

NOTE.—Stamps MS 76-97 will be 

“Id. to pay. Imitation type circular   

SURCHARGE STAMPS (BRASS). 

supplied when the use is at least 36 
times weekly. 

The Index Number of the office for 
which the stamp is required should 
be shown on the requisition (vide 
P 1013D). 

The schedule number of a stamp is 
not altered by the omission or inser- 
tion of any particular value. 

..d. to pay. Posted unpaid’ 
sd. to pay. Posted unpaid. Above 
Paes OZ 

“Ad. to pay. Posted unpaid. Too 
,, late for 14d. rate.” 

..d, more to pay........ rate above 

.d. more to pay. Printed paper 
‘rate. 

Above...... Oz. 
“*..d. more to pay. Newspaper rate. 

Contains...... newspapers.” 
vd. “more “0 pay. Letter rate. 

_ Above BARR « OZe 
.d. to pay. Liable to letter rate. 

_ Above Bee ws Oz” 
2d to- pay. 
"paper rate. 

Above... -:.. Oz. 
<2. da. =t0- pay. 

rate.” 
“*..d. to pay. Liable to letter rate.” 

“Transferred to Parcel Post. Inad- 
missible< by<a. 4222. post on ac- 
Count Ofs.e. <2. 

“*.d.to pay. Contrary to regulations. 
, Liable tO cos pate. 
..d. to pay. Imitation type circular 

‘not specially , posted. . Liable to 
vee gs Tate 

“2d. to pay. Imitation type circular 
not specially posted. Liable to 
letter rate.” 

Liable to Printed 

” 

Liable to postcard 

not specially posted. Liable to 
postcard rate.” 

d. to pay. “cc Closed contrary to 
_, regulations. Liable to letter rate.” 

..d. to pay. Inadmissible sample 
‘rate. Liable to letter rate. 

Above aR te Oz. 
.d.to pay. Form not appropriately 

‘printed. Liable to letter rate.”   

.| P 1056G 

2 

” 

” 

29 

2” 

” 

2”? 

” 

2” 

22 

” 

2” 

2” 

ey 

22 

yy   

Stamps MS 96A to 96G can be 
obtained separately for use with 
stamps in which no value is 
shown in the description. 

>Totally unpaid packets. 
JA
X 

; Insufficiently prepaid packets. 

a
 

«Transfer to another rate. 

J
u
 

| Failure to comply with special 
( regulations.  
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oe. os be 
used for 

ee Description Reqns. on Remarks 
: Supplies 

Dept. 

MS 95 “*_.d. to pay. Posted out of course.” | P 1056G 
596 “Undelivered for reason stated ..d. sf 

Postage due for return to sender.” 
3 96Aq-4 . 35 Separate numerals of value for 
Se OBA le. “ use with stamps MS 76 to MS 97. 
3 96G.| 14; 6 (Numerals above 6, and also 
Se96bis2s 3 stamps embodying numerals for 
5s DORR |s3-; S value are supplied if considered 
30 DOR sind 3 by Head Postmaster to be 
3 26GiS = a warranted. 
35 DOE 6) = na ie i = a 5 : 
SPOT “Id. more to pay. Late fee unpaid. Pr Items posted in late fee box without 

additional 4d. stamp. 

NUMBERING MACHINES AND 

PARTS 

NM 1 Numbering Machines, with 6 figure 3 For telegrams or faults docket, 
wheels, plunger type; complete in where average daily number is 
box with setting stick and ink. 150 or more. 

Numbering Machine with 2 letter and 3 
4 figure wheels, plunger type; 
complete in box with setting stick 
and inked pad. 

» 1A} Letter wheels A to I and J to R = 
(black knob). 

3.) 2B {Ketter wheels J-to_R and*A-to 1 a 
(red knob). 

» 1C} Letter wheels A to I and R to Z z 

ap gen a : \ For use at teleprinter circuits. 

(yellow knob). 
» 1E | Letter wheels A to I and A to I ze 

(purple knob). 
>»  1F:| Letter=wheels J to R-and J to R 3 

(brown knob). 
, 1G | Letter wheels J to R and R to Z (blue a 

knob), - 
», 1H | Letter wheels R to Z and A to I (grey ; 

knob) 3)   
Note.—The corresponding Schedule Nos. for machines returned for repair or replacement are 

NM 2, 2A, etc. 

NM 3 Numbering Machine, with 4 figure 
wheels, figures 1 c.m. high, plunger 

type. a, 
8 Numbering Machines, with 3 figure 

wheels and contracted code. 
see D) Felt Pad, Inking, for numbering 

machine, plunger type. Size 14” x }” 
(standard). 

10 | Felt Pad, Inking, for Victory-Kidder 2 

pattern numbering machine, plun- 
ger type. Size 13’ x4’. 

P 1056G 

2” 

Supplied on loan for numbering 
guide cards. 

For London Tube Offices; in lieu 
of IR 11 and IR 13. 

Replacements.
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Form . be 
used for 

— Description Regns. on Remarks 
Supplies 
Dept. 

NM 11 | Felt Pad, Inking, 13” x 48” for NM 8. | P1056G | Replacements. 
» 14 | Steel Type, for nameanddatepull-over | P656W | Pattern to be submitted with 

numbering machines. ‘requisition. 
s» 15 | Mahogany Box, 48 slots ss For steel type for Numbering 

Machine NM 22. ee 
» 16 | Buttons, Screw, for Numbering | P 1056G | Engraved with identification letters: 

Machines. for machines used on teleprinter 
circuits. 

s, 21 | Numbering Machine, 4 figure wheels, For numbering telegrams, when 
pull-over type. average daily number exceeds 400. 

s, 22 | Numbering Machine, 4 figure wheels a Supplied to Class I Offices only 
pull-over type, with name and date. for numbering and dating ‘“‘C” 

; telegrams and phonograms. ~ 
3 eo. 5 for Numbering Machine ma 

,, 29 | Rubber Pad for Numbering Machine 5 Replacements. 
NM 21. 

Qo i 
¢ wt pe 

Wt. P82264/33/58043 3m 9/61 We. & S. Gp. 805


